
                         UNIT: 4 - Day and Night 

Class : II 

Subject : EVS 

I. Hard words 

1. Directions  2.Shadow  3.Night sky  4.Morning 

5.After noon  6.Rhythms  7.Clouds   8.Fragrance 

9.Earth   10.Flower 

 

II. Fill in the blanks 

1. The sun gives us light and heat. 

2. The sun is much bigger than the earth. 

3. The moon gets its light from the Sun  

4. The sun rises in the East 

5. Directions help us to reach the place without getting lost. 

 

III. Choose the correct answer  

1. The sunlight takes around 8 minutes to reach the earth. 8 / 9 

2. NeilArmstrong was the first man to step on the moon. 

         [ Neil Armstrong/ Kalpana Chawla] 

3. Bats use sound waves to fly and  hunt.   [ Cats /Bats] 

4. The Bethlehem Lily is called the Queen of the flowers that Bloom at night.

              Bethlehem Lily /water lily 

5. Which festival is celebrated based on the phases on the moon. 

           Easter / Mahalaya Amavasai 

IV. Question and answer 

1. Name some animals that are at Night? 

      Animals that are active at night are the bat, wild cat, Mouse, cockroach 

and firefly 

2. Why is the moon not as bright as the sun? 

      The moon has no light of its own it gets light from the sun .so it is not as 

bright as the sun 

3. What is full moon? 

      On the night when we see the moon in its complete form is called the full 

moon or Pournami. 

4. Name some flowers Bloom at Night 

      Jasmine, water lily, tuberose , cactus flower and datura flower, Bloom at 

night 



5. What is New Moon? 

      On the night when we cannot see the moon at all it is called the new moon or 

Amavasai.  

Book inside solutions 
 

A. Have you noticed that the size of your shadow changes? Observe your 

shadow in the morning, afternoon and evening and find out its size. 

Shadow Morning Afternoon Evening 

Long/Short Long Short Long 

 

B. Match the following 

a)Sun   -  helps plants grow  

b) Stars    -  form patterns  

c) Moon    -  does not have its own light 

d) Shadow          -  a dark area that travels with me 

 

C. Identify and tick (√) the animals that are active at night. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. Observe the picture and answer the following. 

 

 

 

 

 



North South East West 

Rocks Flower pots Flower cart Treetrank 

  

                           Evaluation 

1. Label the pictures. (Moon, Earth, Stars, Sun) 

 

 

 

 

2. Write the names of the animals that are active at night. 

    (cow, wolf, deer, cockroach, monkey, firefly, rabbit, squirrel, rat) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Write True or False 

a. The Sun gives us light and heat.         True 

b. The shape of the moon changes every night.     True 

c. Groups of stars appear in many patterns.      True  

d. The Jasmine blooms during the day.       False 

e. When you stand facing East, to your right is West.    False 

 

 



4. Observe the given picture and fill in the blanks. (tree, flowers, pond, 

dog ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. The Pond is in the South side of the garden. 

b. The tree is in the North side of the garden. 

c. The  flower  are on the East side of the garden. 

d. The  dog  is to the West side of the garden. 

5. Identify the flower that bloom at night by putting a tick (√) mark. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


